The Separett Villa Composting Toilet
The Separett Composting toilet has been designed for
household use, where it has been proven over many
years to be an ideal solution. The benefits of this toilet
include no water usage, infrequent emptying, useful
fertiliser from the urine and decomposing the solid
waste into a re-usable compost.
It is a stylish modern unit, simple to use and easy to
clean.

Benefits
*No smell
*No harmful chemicals
*Little emptying
*Environmentally
friendly

Available from £659.99 including VAT

The Separett Composting Toilet works by separating liquids from solids. The
volume of solid matter is about 15% of the waste produced. The solid tank can
therefore easily hold a seasons worth of weekend use or 3 - 4 months of daily
use. Much like a household W.C. the Separett Villa Composting Toilet has a
bowl, lid and seat. In addition it also has an automatic opening valve for the
solids tank and a rotation mechanism to spread the solid waste evenly. The toilet
uses no water, which can account for up to 40% of a household’s use. The unit
has an integral 12 volt fan that provides a constant negative pressure to pull
moisture out of the living space and ensure no smell is present. It also has a 240
volt adaptor for mains use
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Dimensions:

SPECIFICATION

Electrical Requirement:
Installation Requirement:

210 mA, 12 volt DC (or 240 volt AC with adaptor - supplied)
Liquid drain from rear
Air vent normally vents behind toilet, but can be vertically
mounted through the roof.

Colour:

White

Description

Price
Including
VAT

Basic Separett Villa Toilet complete
with three solids tanks, vent pipe,
and liquid drain pipe

£659.99

Separett Villa Toilet, as above, but
& Prices
with a 20 litre Options
Low profile
drain tank.

£774.99

Separett Villa Toilet, as above, but
with pumped urine reservoir and 20
litre low profile drain tank

£874.99

Separett Villa Toilet, as above, but
with 50 litre Ejectortank drain tank

£789.99

Delivery (UK)

£24.95
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All Separett Villa toilets come with a 5 year guarantee

